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One year ago the whole world was collecting stuff like diamonds and jewels. One person found
something mysterious in a cave and touched it then he became a zombie. He then cut the head of a guy
and bit all the people with him became zombies. Then two German scientist discovered what the
zombies wer made of. The zombies arrested three soldiers. The allies came running after 4 people. The
first one was stabbing the zombie. The second one had an axe and cut the zombie. The third one had a
shotgun and shot the zombie. Finally, another one killed a zombie with a sword. The zombies were still
alive after all that. The three famous soldiers found an empty house and opened the door. Two people
were going to arrest the third soldier. They found a scientist named Dr. Edward. Dr. Edward knows all
about zombies and other science things. The zombies were surrounding Dr. Edward after they died and
came back to life. Then there was a girl hanging from the robot and the zombie was controlling the
robot. She was talking to the scientist and telling him she was kidnapped. The robot stepped on the
building. Then one person said “We have to get out of here! The quicker we get out of here, the quicker
we get the girl and get out!”. The girl had a lot of money and the three famous soldiers and the scientist
opened all the doors with a bunch of different keys. There were two girls. One was 10 and said, “Helo
me! I just want to see my mom and go home!”. Then they opened the door. The robot was stepping on
one soldier and he died. Then the robot stepped on the other soldiers and they were inside th robot.
They tried to control the robot but they couldn’t. Then they fell out of the robot. The robot stepped on
the scientist and killed him. Then the two soldiers went back in the robot and killed the zombie
controlling it. They were able to save the girl! They asked her how old she was and what her name was.
After that they said, “We’re running out of time and need to get out of this robot!” They ran out and
found a window and escaped. The two soldiers asked the girl how old she was and what her name was.
She said her name was Samantha and she was 10 years old. They clicked the red button and pressed it.
All of the zombies went back to humans. The robots danced intil they died. They girl finally found her
parents but they were dead. Now there was only the 2 soldiers and her. They carried her and gave her a
parachute to keep her safe. They escaped a robot falling on top of them. The soldiers left town and the
little girl turned into a zombie. She was fake after all. The soldier met 4 other people and went to the
theater. They killed all of the zombies!

